
Richmond Cycling Campaign response to Hampton Hill Uplift proposals.

The Council reports that  “traffic and the condition of pavements were felt as the main areas that need 
to improve.”

The £1.8m plan makes cosmetic changes (expensive paving slabs ) but does not even attempt to do 
anything about traffic levels. Surely a traffic survey would have been worthwhile given that the road 
leads to the Thames at a location far from any crossing so is only an essential N-S route for the 
relatively few people living by Hampton Church. 

From the cycling perspective the 20mph limit is welcome ( the average speed must be closer to 5 mph 
but some drivers perceive a speed limit as a target whenever a small gap presents itself however 
inappropriate.)  It would, however , be logical to extend the limit over the zone between High Street, 
Fulwell Golf Course and Uxbridge Rd. excluding Park Road.  The narrow roads here would mean that 
careful drivers would be keeping speeds low anyway. 

The recessing of parking onto the footway is also good – less confident cyclists tend to ziz-zag around 
parked cars which is more dangerous than maintaining a steady predictable line.  The remaining 
carriageway will not be wide so there should be no centre line – motor vehicles should go across the 
road to pass cyclists. We note that the parking bays are only 2m deep so opening doors will be a hazard 
for cyclists. Cycle logos well out in the carriageway would help to ameliorate this problem. 

With a 20mph limit I would have thought a zebra crossing rather than a pelican would have been safe 
and would  have established the proper pedestrian priority.

Access to Bushy Park is important. There is a mention of improved park access for cyclists and 
pedestrians  ( Presumably the straight-through gate option as at the Vicarage Rd gate  - that would be 
most welcome to users of less standard cycles).

The Cricket Lane entrance is blighted by streams of vehicles exiting the car -park who don't expect a 
cycle going in the opposite direction. 

The Main Entrance is given a toucan in the general vicinity but there seems to be little idea of 
connectedness. Why not at the entrance ? There would seem to be the possibility of an off-road 
connection to Holly Road (and indeed on from there to  Hanworth Rd ) but that seems not to be 
considered.  The most valuable connection from here to the generally cycling benign area of Hampton 
Nurserylands by a track to the Uxbridge Rd signalled crossing has apparently been ruled out as outside 
of the target zone. This seems blinkered. 

It is symptomatic that whereas vehicle parking is designed in cycle parking is a “detail” to be put in 
where there is space left over. 

Why should cycling get special consideration ? Because getting more people onto bicycles for short 
journeys and local shopping would be a way of addressing the traffic problem that people are 
concerned about but the council finds too difficult to deal with. 


